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Elysium

O Love, you are my day-delight,
My morning and my sunset gleam,
And then at night, ah, then at night
You are my dream.

You go, and song-birds cease to sing,
But, sweetheart, when again you come,
Back to my longing heart you bring
Elysium!
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Moderato ben sostenuto

Voice

Piano

Love, you are my delight, My morning and my sunset gleam,
then at night, ah, then, at night, You are my dream. O

a tempo

Love, you are my day, delight, My morn-ing and my sun-set gleam, And

Then, ah, then, at night, You are my dream.
You go, and song-birds cease to sing; But, sweetheart, when again you come, Back to my longing heart you bring Elysium! You...
a tempo

go, and song-birds cease to sing. But, sweet heart, when a-

a tempo

gain you come, Back to my long-ing heart tell, you bring E - ly - si - um, E -

p

ly - si - um!

poco rit. pp

Back to my long-ing heart you bring E - ly - si - um!
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There lies the warmth of summer. (Es liegt der heisse sommer)—High in G (D to G) Low in E (B to E) .50

Like Stars in Heaven. Love Song—Medium in F (C to F) .40

Love's Way—Medium in D♭ (D♭ to F) .60

Song of the Cup. Drinking Song—Low in D (A to D) 60

Spring Greeting—Waltz Song with Violin ad lib.—High in A (F to A) $1.00

A Plaint

To a hidden Violet
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